“Jung is a miracle worker! I came in with giant, massive clumps of damaged matted,
dried, frizzed hair that looked nearly tangled to the point where it cannot be fixed (think
of Tangled the movie, but worst.)
She detangled my monster hair with multiple wet brushes, combs, and conditioners.
She kept checking on me to ensure she was being gentle and ensured me that it will be
okay. The proper way to detangle matted, dried clumpy hair is to use a pointed object
(scissors or a sharp pen) in order to tackle the root and find the source which she did.
After the lengthy detangling process, she thoroughly washed and conditioned it and holy
moly, my hair felt nearly normal again and could actually be brushed again! Feeling her
run a brush through my hair made me feel euphoric.
Her hair knowledge was also informative and gave me ideas to self treat my damaged
hair to create a nightly regiment to rebuild the chemical bonds and molecules to bring it
back to normal. It's only been two days with an Olaplex hair damage repair treatment
and my hair is starting to feel silky and normal again.
She is super friendly, sweet, patient, and one heck of a conversationalist, she has so
many cool ideas and life experiences we ended talking about Germany, wedding
dresses, parents, and a million topics. She made sure my fiancé joined in conversation
and ensured that were happy, laughing and comfortable throughout the whole time
She treated my hair like it was alive and breathing. I find most stylists rush through the
process, but she does the complete opposite, she gives you a memorable experience.”
- Theodora L. (Linwood, New Jersey)
“so i was looking for somewhere to get my hair done after accidentally dying my hair a
jet black. i wanted to go purple! after i was told "no" by 2 other salons, i went and used
colorzap and attempted to just do it myself, and ended up lightening it but it still wasn't
what i wanted. i found this page on yelp and reached out to Jung and made an
appointment for the next day. Jung was the first person to care and was willing to try
and get me where i wanted to be. i've only been living in atl for a year so this was my
first experience finding myself a new hairdresser and i will definitely be sticking with
Jung!”
- Lauren L. (Atlanta, Georgia)
“Jung knows her stuff. I told her I wanted to feel like a new woman, and that's exactly
what she did. I've been all over Atlanta trying to find a salon to call home. Mission
accomploshed :-)”
- Lauren H. (Atlanta, Georgia)
“I've spent years getting pricey haircuts that looked fine when I left the salon and then
turned into a hot mess the next day. The difference with Jung is that she intuitively
knows what will work for you, your head/face shape, and your type of hair - she knows
exactly what to do and gives spot-on advice for what you should do at home for
maintenance. She's like a fairy godmother for hair! She quickly fixed my stringy,

unflatteringly layered hair and shared easy tips and techniques to keep it looking great.
She is so knowledgeable, skilled, and has a great eye for what will work for you
individually. She's also fun to talk to! I can't remember the last time my hair looked so
good - go see her, you won't regret it.”
- Lisa C. (San Francisco, California)
“I love getting my hair cut here! I have really curly/wavy hair that I have always struggled
to get cut. Jung has given me a hair cut where no matter what time frame I am in after
getting it done - right after, a few weeks, a few months, ect - it always looks great.”
- Katherine W. (Atlanta, Georgia)
“We love what Jung can do to our hair. My younger son has very difficult hair to cut
properly as he has a head full of cowlicks and Jung is the only person we've ever found
who can give him a cut that looks right. If we can't get to her--because we don't live in
the United States--he ends up looking like he has a hairpiece that's gone askew. Not a
good look for a seven year old.
I don't let anyone else do my cut which can be a pain since we currently live in Dubai
and I end up getting my hair cut about once a year. Since I have hair that's longer than
shoulder length, I can just about get away with it, but until Jung can get to my hair it can
get a little rough looking.
The bottom line: Jung is super fast, super talented, and worth every penny.”
- Zareen N. (Johns Creek, Georgia)
“Do yourself a favor and go see Jung for a haircut...
I am not even kidding when I say that I have been trying to grow my hairout since high
school and that I never thought it would happen! For the first time since 3rd grade I have
long and healthy hair, and it's all because of Jung and her ability to not only provide a
healthy haircut, but also provide great products and honest advice on the best ways to
get the results that you want. I will be using her as long as I am in Atlanta and she is in
business!”
- Marge L. (Atlanta, Georgia)
“I feel like the luckiest person ever to have found Jung. Before Jung, I always had
lackluster style due to stylists not being able to work with my coarse, Southeast Asian
hair. Now I can throw any crazy idea at her and she delivers. I usually come in with a
few pictures for inspiration and tell Jung to do what she thinks is best for my texture and
facial structure. This is why Jung is worth the price; you want someone who has the
artistic flare and skills to make you look like a million bucks even if you yourself don't
know anything about what's good on you.
“Every person I've introduced to Jung has become repeat customers. They always rave
about how her cuts and color jobs grow out so well... even after 6 months! Believe me,
she can take care of you if she can take care of a girl who basically comes in each time

with a picture of a cartoon character for inspiration.”
- Clara N. (Norcross, Georgia)
“Ok. I have really really good hair. Like I know that seems braggy, but it's true. It's
probably my best physical feature and people compliment me on it because it's very
thick and straight and silky. So I'm pretty lazy about it. I just try not to mess with it too
much and just get a trim here and there from whomever, BUT! Going through some
personal crises, my hair was looking like a hot mess. It was horrible because I went to
some FOB stylists and they thinned it out where it was looking shelved and ratty and
then I made the super cheap decision to just try and cut it myself, and while I think I did
an OK job, my hair was in mayday mode.
So, for once I did my research and put some thought into it and decided to try Jung out
instead of the cheapo hair salons down the street. I am so happy I did because she is
by far the best I've ever had. She listened to what I wanted and did a snip here and a
snip there and somehow my head was transformed into a more presentable, attractive
shape. What really made me a die hard loyal fan is she mentioned her long term plans
for my hair and told me exactly when to come back for a trim, 7 months down the road.
That 7 months is about up and while I know I need a trim soon, she really did such a
good job and my hair grew out beautifully.
As long as I'm able, I'll probably go to her for my hair.
Plus, she's just cool and talking with her wasn't awkward and I appreciated getting to
know her.”
- Katherine K. (Arles, France)
“She really knows her stuff! Was able to book last minute styling appointments for a
wedding and she was very accomodating! Not only did she give my sister and I beautiful
styles but she also provided some expert advice on how to keep our hair healthy and
what to ask future hair dressers for! Wish I lived in Atlanta!”
- Lindsey B. (Scottsdale, Arizona)
“This was my first time to Jung Studio, and this woman is a true hair genius. I've had so
many bad experiences and so many salons have shied away from my long, thick,
coarse, and unmanageable Polynesian hair.. However, this did not intimidate Ms. Jung-she was super professional, provided advice as needed, is super quick and thorough,
and awesome to hang out with. Thank you Jung for working your magic on my mane--I
look forward to my next hair therapy appt with you.”
- Lala T. (Aoloau, American Samoa)
“Jung is awesome with long hair. She works with your head shape and hair type to give
you a cut that you can let air dry, and it still looks good! She's highly trained and very
knowledgeable. Also extremely nice and professional. The cut is a little pricey but if a
good cut lasts you 6 months and a cheaper cut lasts you 3 I think you can justify the
price.”
- Zb W. (Atlanta, Georgia)
“Jung makes me look good, and that ain't easy. Nuff said.”

- Jack R. (Decatur, Georgia)
“Jung is amazing! Hands down the BEST in atl and beyond for ALL hair textures. First
of all she is appointment only so when you arrive she is set and ready to go. I get a
wash, cut, blow dry and style and I am out the door in 20 mins. I have naturally curly
hair n I've spent hours at other salons just for a blow dry on a Saturday so the VIP
treatment is definitely a plus plus plus. Jung customizes the cut to your face and head
shape. My hair is still long but full, shiny and tapered to my face. It's light and bouncy,
without using a lot of heat. She rekindled my relationship with my hair. No more fighting
with it or forcing it to behave! :-) love it!!! You will not be disappointed.”
- Chanel S. (Alpharetta, Georgia)

